
Assesment Centre Platform

Why use an online assessment centre platform?

An online assessment centre platform will present your candidates with an engaging, realistic preview of their 
role at your organisation whilst also helping to reduce the administrative burden of your AC’s. No paperwork or 
printing means it’s better for the environment too.

Simulated Email Inbox

Distribute background materials for exercises in the form of emails that can be scheduled to arrive in 
candidate’s inboxes throughout the day. Test a candidate’s ability to deal with unexpected new information or 
requests by dropping in some new information midway through the event.

Why use Talentsift’s solution?

The Talentsift software provides a beautifully designed, easy-to-use and personalised online platform for 
assessment centre exercises. The attractiveness and user friendliness of the interface can significantly influence 
candidates’ perception of the process and your brand. Assessments conducted on the Talentsift platform closely 
resemble a day in the office, making the assessments a more natural experience. 

Affordable

With Talentsift you pay per assessment centre version uploaded to the platform, irrespective the number of 
candidates tested or number of positions filled. Your licence lasts for one year, but remember: your first assess-
ment centre upload is free!

Off-the-shelf or Bespoke Exercises

We can adapt and load your existing assessments into the platform or we can provide the content for you. 
Choose our off-the-shelf assessment for graduate-level roles or order bespoke content from our in-house occu-
pational psychologist.

Features



Assesment Centre Platform

Customisable Look

The recruitment and selection process is part of a company's brand. Integrate your logo or other corporate 
design elements into the platform and even into the assessment content itself.

Flexible In-Tray Exercises

Build complex written exercises by having candidates create lists of important issues, describe priorities or com-
pose memos to a manager.

Scheduling Calendar

Communicate deadlines, display the agenda or provide location information (’Go to Room 205 for the interview’) 
via a simple and powerful calendar widget.

Image and Video Embed

Take full advantage of migrating your assessments online: use colourful images and embed corporate videos for 
a more realistic and diverse background brief.

Remote Evaulation

Save time and money by reviewing and scoring written responses remotely. Submitted answers are stored in 
the cloud and assessors can access them within seconds.

On-The-Fly Modifications

False fire alarm at the assessment venue? Assessors running late? You can easily re-schedule exercises with a 
few clicks and the changes are propagated to candidate’s screens in an instant.

Contact us for details and pricing. First assessment always free.
contact@talentsift.com

Check out the demo

http://talentsift.com/assessment-centre-delivery-platform-demo/

